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• Two Upstream Fish Lifts
• Downstream Fish Passage    
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• Habitat Enhancement
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MILFORD FISH LIFT
Design Population:
12,500 Atlantic Salmon
633,000 American Shad
3,800,000 River Herring
300 cfs Attraction flow
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PENOBSCOT RIVER RESTORATION PROJECT
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ORONO DAM
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ORONO NEW POWERHOUSE
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SUCCESS AS OF TODAY
 Two new powerhouses and four fish passage 
projects built concurrently and finished on time
 Milford Passed so far: 29 Salmon  53 Shad  370 , ,
Lamprey, 125,000+ Alewives… and one beaver
 Orono so far: 2 Salmon, 2,075 alewives, all 
before ‘normal’ operations  plus one confused…
eel and several skydiving bass.
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TOPICS FOR ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
 Results of effectiveness studies US/DS
 Stillwater Branch (Orono) – Returns/Attraction
 History and development of the agreement
 3D CFD Hydraulic Modeling for US/DS passage
 Herculean Construction Effort
 Energy Modeling – Generation Replacement
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QUESTIONS / DISCUSSION ?
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